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(A) **Policy Statement**

All Pathology Department Staff will submit a request for planned absence to appropriate scheduling authorities in advance of the absence.

(B) **Purpose of Policy**

To assure a predictable presence of sufficient staff to execute the duties of the particular division or section without compromise of function.

(C) **Procedure**

1. A standard form is to be completed by the individual planning an absence. Alternatively, Core Lab staff may request planned absences by e-mail to the Lab Director or Lab Manager(s).
2. The signatures of relevant authorities (individual with “Scheduling authority”, i.e. supervisor, Lab Manager or Department Head) or documented approval are to be obtained as authorization. Approval should be granted if not detrimental to operational functions.
3. Copies of the authorization should be saved by the requestor, the requestor’s supervisor.
4. Approval/authorization of planned absences must be obtained prior to the absence.
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